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Dear Reader, these haikus were inspired by actual dating app messages I received.
My profile name on dating apps is Haiku.

Hello Haikus

It’s impossible
To know if we’d be a match
Yet those eyes of yours

Here you are again
I’m amazed you’re still single
Want to get it on?

Stopped on your profile
I blush, craving connection
I so miss kissing

You shouldn’t date me
Gotten bad at dating apps
Is love out of reach?

I see who you are,
Dr Pepper tee, pigtails,
I seek cute and sweet

Such a cutie pie
What makes your eyes light up
And smile even more?

Hair so amazing
Perhaps I have hair envy
“Ok, yes…” -Bald Dude

Best thing to happen?
Matching with you, Beautiful,
Your gorgeous blue eyes

I’m pleased that we matched
Just looking for a cool gal
Do you like tall men?

It’d be fun to meet
Your thirst for life intrigues me
I see who you are

Full disclosure here
I’m glad you messaged me
I feel something, too

Your name is Haiku
A tall glass of cute and sweet
Seeking something real

Highly sexual
Extremely affectionate
Good, Giving and Game

Dating apps lead to
Most tender, longing kisses
Love is possible

My Sweet, Fragrant Maybe
As you and I meet
for the first time
and I feel
my way through
our clumsy hellos
My feet tap from nerves,
hoping to reveal
just enough
of the real me.
My nerdy side,
the sweet me,
behind my blue eyes
and bright smile,
to be delighted in
and truly seen by
you.
Today, I wished
on a sweet, fragrant
“Maybe”
I plucked
from the center
of a vibrant bouquet
of heavenly possibilities
that was hidden behind
the colorful blushed
Yeses
and prickly thorned Nos

Perhaps
you too
wished
on a single,
tender Maybe
leaning gently
in your budding
hope vase.
You, too,
yearning
for this to be
your last,
awkward hello
and first
of a lifetime
of ardent kisses
that finally ends
the seeking
and allows
us both
to blossom
into each other's' arms
and sublimely fall,
petal by petal,
in love.

My Christmas Wish
Simply wishing
for a flutter
of sweet kisses
to fall upon me like
gentle Snowflakes
tickling
my tongue and soul
with supple Wows
to melt away
my last
resistance to love
and allow
Me to return
for but a moment
to the awe
and delight
of my child-like wonder
And again
believe in
unicorns and fairies
and Santa Claus
and Love again
with every
delicate touch
of your lips to mine
as we Make out
Who we are
to Each Other
while lost
in the moments
of no two
ever alike
sweet kisses

Seeking a Yoga Soul
Asses and elbows,
mats and monkey minds,
my body
twists and turns
to inspire
my soul
to stretch,
be flexible,
and maybe even
grow
just a little,
each day,
to find
the gentleness
of self
and non-judgment
for what I see
in the mirror,
have spinning
in my head,
want to unearth
that’s cemented
in my heart

and sweetly practice
my way of being
to me
and trust that
the most profound
of lessons
can be gentle
and nurturing.
I am enough
for simply
showing up
today
in gratitude.

Interpretations

“How’s this site been treating you?”
- Do I have a chance with you?
“What are you looking for on here?”
- Can I risk my heart with you?
“I’m extremely affectionate and sexual and need a mate who appreciates that”
- I didn’t stand up for what’s important to me before and this is
me risking being honest with you.
“What kind of man are you looking for?”
- I’m tired of games and just want to find someone who will
accept my love.
“I don’t like endless texting. Want to meet?”
- I’ve gotten my hopes up before only to be crushed when she
didn’t look anything like her photos.
“Hey, hello.”
- After sending 60 hellos with not one polite reply, I still don’t
want to give up on love.

Landline Love

“Ring, Ring, Ring”
Hang up,
Redial,
Unusually silent Pause,
Almost redial
Then try again,
Hearing the ring ring ring
Tone,
That is until
The receiver’s
Picked up
On our house landline.
“Hello?”
“Uh, Hi,
may I speak
with Kate?”
“Who is this?”
And my prince charming,
Now sweaty and all nerves,
Must first
Courageously face
The nine levels of hell
Of my father
To get to me.

Broken
And
Alone

Like a High School Dance
Hope is
A high school dance
Wishing for
An endless twirl
Across time’s
Dance floor
Where
Once again
I bravely
Step out
Of my uncomfortable
Shoes
And strap on
A pair
Of sparkly possibilities.
Song after song
Plays
and I sit
Waiting…
Hurry up
And ask me
To dance
Before
I dizzy
Myself
And hold on
Too tightly
To my head spin
Of perhapses
And why-not-me’s.

As night wanes,
I watch
Potential fade
With every song
And I shake,
Another broken record,
Sitting solo
Once again
In the company
Of empty chairs
As I stare down
At my
Perfectly
Pristine
Dance
Shoes.

I Remember
I remember
long before smartphones
were fused to us,
when I risked,
answering the phone
with no caller ID
no warning text
preparing me
for who was calling,
and said “Hello?”
to a potential stranger.
I remember
sneaking the house phone
into my bedroom
Stretching
it’s 25 foot
coiled handset cord
into privacy
so I could talk
for hours and hours
with my high school Crush
turning boyfriend
late into the night
bravely revealing
our otherwise
hidden mes
to each other,
falling in Love
over the phone.

So why
with all the miles
now on my heart
am I stuck believing
a connection
and love
cannot be made
through technology,
on dating apps
and over the phone?
that it can’t be real?
can’t be trusted?
Maybe I don’t want
to admit
that my lack of
Love in my life
has nothing
to do with tech’s
ever changing strings
of ones and zeros
that’s removed
so many barriers
to be with you
and all about
the fear
I’ve built up
around my heart
after believing
down in my soul
the ruthless lies
spit at me
by bitter love

The Stamp on My Forehead

What is stamped on my forehead?
Like a blinking neon sign,
An unconscious calling card,
That screams “free entrance”
to my heart
To every freak and geek,
Broken soul,
And wounded bird
Who refuses to heal,
Yet shows up
Again and again,
Looking to me to be
his immortal emancipator,
his Joan of Arc,
his Jesus fucking Christ Savior?
What is stamped on my forehead?
That so effortlessly accepts
the charge,
That HAS to fight
To free his soul
from the prison
of his own suffering,
When he won’t
Stand up
And fight even
His own battle,
Where it’s only me,
grappling and clawing
a way out for him.

What is stamped on my forehead?
that I neglect and reject
my own pain’s migration,
drilling deeper into
the cracks and crevasses
of my soul?
That instead of saving myself
from drowning in my own fate,
I save you first
And apathetically go under,
Only to find myself
Sunken hearted,
Anchored far away
From my own
Eternal Salvation?

What I Don’t Want You to Know
What I don’t want
you to know is
there are days
in my aloneness,
Isolated,
from touch and touching,
ten months into
Intimacy only from
snuggling my dog
and the phone
conjoined
to my hand,
when I come across
an enticing
dating profile online,
that’s refreshingly direct,
though looking
for only “one thing,”
an invitation
to receive Pleasure.
Instead of
quickly Swiping Left,
I stop,
and acknowledge
my yearning,
and consider fantastically,
For but a moment,
his propositions
of stimulating
more than conversation
with his tongue.

He offers
to travel lips
upon my skin
and against
my elevated,
blushed nipple.
I relinquish
to what’s been
boiling within,
what’s been missing,
for oh so many nights,
the natural progression
of enlivened body senses,
so this brief moment
deserves my attention…
Then, I awake
to the reality
of my pining.
For validation,
For being seen,
For believing
I matter.
Instead of
Swiping Right
for that superficial reward
of what if-just-this-once-ness,
and fooling myself
into believing
this is authentic to me,
I lay down
my temptress phone.

I turn on my body
with music instead
to the alluring intonations
of Harry Belafonte’s
Caribbean rhythms
and the Calypso
beat song,
“Love, Love Alone,”
and dance with,
not deny,
my heart aching,
and allow my true desires
of deep, untethered
Intimacy
to embrace
and lead me,
abandoning all reason
and control,
to the tempo and timbre
of my wanton prowess,
and caress the dew
that forms
a new cadence
against my skin,
wept from every pore.
This is how
I honor
my love dreams
while my trembling heart
pounds alive,
until the sultry song
ends
and I fall to the floor
at the feet of
not now-ness,
rapt in surrender.

Dating App Fatigue

I’m so tired of wearing
thick armor to protect me
from the crass advances
you would never say to me in person.
I’m so tired of your assumptions
and judgments thrown on me
as your way of making sense
of pain I didn’t cause.
I’m so tired of being typecast
as the bombshell you want to fuck
but not take home to mama,
simply seeing me only as a vagina.
I’m so tired of you abruptly
unmatching with me and disappearing
after I share who I am with you
instead of simply saying “No thank you.”
I’m so tired of being verbally bludgeoned,
“Your so self absorbed and I didn’t like you anyway,”
when I kindly shared ‘I’m not feeling a spark,
But good luck on your search. Be well.”

Chasing the High

Madness, music
Flowing, glowing,
Tap the perfect
Vein and strain.

A hopeless start
To fill my longing,
A stranger’s touch
To dull my pain.

That little bump
To get me going,
Two pulsing hearts,
Will love remain?

A little girl lost
Who craves belonging,
My cry for help,
It’s kisses cocaine.

Dazed overwhelm
As sweat is dripping,
My homeless heart
Begs residence.

Just one more hit
Before night’s dawning,
To lose myself
In a “Him” again.

The oxy chem,
My mind is tripping,
While fears of death
Take precedence.

Dress me up
Until midnight’s donging
As I run from me
To unfeel love’s disdain.

Lovingly, "Enlightened No"

Dear Kate,
I strip away the candy coating
That decorates the most delectable of men
To steadfastly reveal the reality
Of his unsavory center.
My honesty breaks through
your impatience and your heart
While I faithfully wade through
your 600 million moments of what ifs.
I protect you from you, your past, your repeating,
Yet my truth gnaws away at you
Like a revolting midnight snack,
You do not like my message.
I recoil from your dreamy defiance
To shake you and wake you up
From stomaching and accepting crumbs of men
Merely to feed your insatiable loneliness.
Lovingly,
Enlightened No

Waiting...
Here I am,
Insomnia swiping
men
being sold on
snack-sizing down
my feast of rich stories
into three hundred
empty caloric characters,
served up on a bittersweet screen.
A profile meant to fatten up
and inflame my ego
as I’m spoon fed
unappetizing
eye candy promises
to keep me
securely cellophane wrapped
in the dis-ease
of anxiously awaiting
a simple fucking hello.
Here I am,
sucked into
standing in front of
this virtual vending machine
of men online,
dispensing bro prowess
and equally offensive
big fish and dick pics,
or worse,
leaving behind
the crumbs of men
for me to find myself
accepting,

bored into bland,
tempered screenplay with
to avoid the loneliness,
when all I want
are tasty bites
of spicy,
right in front of me,
foreplay
with you,
the one
Right for me.
And yet here I am,
Propped up in my pillows
still waiting,
ripe to receive
season after season,
more than a smidge
of your sweet kisses
that will playfully dance
upon my tongue
and sprinkle my lips
with morsels of hope
and blend in
a pleasing pinch and a peck
of fiery flirts and smokey smiles,
rapt, unwilted,
for a lifetime
of decadent delight.

Waiting...
Here I am,
ready to nosh my teeth
into your raw feast
of savory stories
that release the juiciness
of your all-natural-you
to me
to satiate
my oh-so-hangry Heart
so I can finally get off
this roller coaster
dating app diet
and forever indulge
and dance
in the kitchen
of your yummy,
ravenous
soul.

Walk
With
Your
Crown

A Valentine for the Other 364 Days
Do not bring me roses

Do not bring me roses,

those bawdy Monsantos’ed

for too many perennial seasons

misconceptions

it took to cultivate

of lackluster, red velvet

and till and sow

love ‘perfection’

the fresh botanical love beliefs

that fabricate love

that now bud within me.

and false beauty.

So today and every day
and every day after that,

Do not bring me roses

do not bring me roses.

for they already altered
my growing heart

Instead ignite me

when I was small

with brilliant blazing

and permanently

and trailing epiphanies

GMO modified

and a myriad of

my all natural,

on the de-vine gratitudes.

child-like wonder.
Caress my pink petals
Do not bring me roses

with sweet jasmine kisses

that teen

and couple me

thistle twisted

with blush fevered desires.

infatuation weeds
instead of

Entwine me with ribbons

true adoration seeds

of whispered confidences

shaking the root

and flowering delights

of what my O.G.

adorned upon

original definition

my vellum skin.

of what The One was.

Bend and bow
over my tendrils
while butterflies flutter
through my blossoming breast.
Grace me with your soul bouquet,
day to dusk to dawn again,
through each ephemeral season.
But please, do not bring me roses.

The-middle-of-the-day-awkward-lunch-date
The lunch date
the ultimate dating disaster
waiting to happen
long before it's even begun
and this is why.
The lunch date.
It is rigid,
metered,
a small reprieve,
stuck between AM and PM,
and has an inherent hurry,
a get-to-it attitude.
The lunch date means
I don't have time
to get to know you
or me.
It isn’t willing to risk
the open-ended possibilities
of coffee or drinks
or God forbid dinner.
The lunch date
automatically tosses romance away
and bloats out like an Izzy’s buffet,
stocked with unfilling possibilities,
heading towards the inevitable
all you can eat demise.
The lunch date
plays it safe
keeps its cool
is the anemic stepbrother
to the All American brunch date.

It's emotionally sandwiched
between “Why bother?”
and “Am I ready for love?”
It is the cold business
of a lunch date
lacking the
“We’re all in this togetherness!”
sense of belonging
I so crave for,
especially when he orders
his meal before I’ve even arrived.
Instead, it feels like
the attack of the lunch date,
stuffy before stuffed,
a general malaise,
loading up
on giving-to-get conversation
instead of the generosity of spirit
that comes with dinner
No...
Let's say supper
with all its intimately shared secrets.
Am I being too harsh
on the lunch date?
Perhaps it has a sickly bout
of the to-dos and get-throughs
instead of what I most long to nosh on,
a healthy dose of the “Who are yous?“
No, I've been to battle enough.
I will not Soldier on through
one more fucking lunch date.

Enough

Enough of the I’m not enoughness
so that I’ve got to keep proving Myself
to men through all my wild to dos
thinking THAT will make men
love my pain and suffering away and
validate in some small miniscule
amount
that I matter.
Enough of the intricate evidence
gathering
of “no men like me”
but for this One crumb
who I willingly take in
simply to feel some sort of
Fucked up something inside me
because I can’t handle the emotions
That cringe up and desire to Rumble
within me without having
a shitty man
to project my self-hatred on.

Enough of attracting What the fuck
Condescending Assholes,
which according to Law of Attraction,
means I am one,
proving I deserve
to live in a constant shame spiral
of keeping me small so I actually
can’t find you, My true love...
yet you are waiting for me
to shed this shit scoop story
so I can see you’ve been standing there
Waiting for me to love me
with open arms all along.

(That Guy)
From the first message
his words had me
wrapped up and around
in my own fantasy
of what could be.
His profession:
Voice overs.
Oh what a voice!
We moved to phone
at flushed pace,
an insurmountable task
for most mortal men,
to hear
his deep and rugged
yet Velvet Smooth
voice,
vibrating and tickling
aural pleasures
I so longed to indulge
inside me.
My blushing words
pressed against
his strong,
self-assured syllables,
mesmerizing me
night after night
until he asked me out.
And it all changed,
in an instant.

I open the bar door
and walk in,
circle the room
looking for the sweet smile
and kind eyes
that beamed from his photos,
for his oh-so-sexy-voice.
Not. Here.
Then from behind me,
the Voice!
Goosebumps
shivered
down my neck.
“Well, hello there,”
I turned around to see...
Him? This is the Voice?
Yessss...
but a not-so-gracefully-aged
older-version-of-himself,
by 10 years at least (to be kind),
less hair and more weight,
Had I only seen headshots?
I walked right past him,
Twice looking for the Voice….
“I’m right in front of you,” he said.
My face flushed
full of embarrassment
for a deception
that was not mine,
He sat down.

Confused and in shock,
and long before
I successfully completed rehab
for being too nice,
I sat down across from him.
I closed my eyes
hoping to capture
a reverberation of a past
of mere seconds ago
yet long gone,
the fantasy was over
with Voice-Over Guy.
The ripple effect
of his overt lie
of who he was and wasn't
could not be redeemed now
by any authentic cadence
in his words,
this was a paradox
I should have seen coming.
His monologue became empty
and faint,
distant as I drifted
into that dissociating place,
one I was oh so familiar with,
to shut off,
I stuffed down
the hurt of what this deception
meant about me and instead
I find myself looking
for further fault
in Voice-Over Guy.

Blinking blindly,
I wander off
while gazing right at him,
avoiding the reality in front of me
and begin to wonder...
what would sex
be like with him?
Long gone know
where the fantasies
of Fifty Shades of sultry repartee
whispered in my ear
against my skin,
now replaced
with the Howard Cosell
play-by-play...
of voice over guy.
“OK, here we go,
the underdog is down two,
bottom of the ninth,
score at zero.
The pitcher winds it up,
and there it is,
A shot right past the pitcher.
Here’s his one and only chance
to go for it all the way,
He's now rounding first,
passed it now,
he's gonna go over Second
and taking third!
And here comes the Big Throw
from the outfield!
But it’s a miss!
And he is going for it!
That guy is giving it his all,

He's gonna go Home!
I think he's gonna make it
sliding in, head first!”
I suddenly returned
to the present,
finding him frozen,
mid-sentence,
on the other side of the table
and the entire bar
in silence now
staring at me
and I burst wildly into laughter,
as I realized
WhatI had just screamed
out loud.
Suddenly freed
by my own voice,
and from the absurdity
of still being there,
I stood up,
turned my back to him
and without looking back,
walked straight out
the door.

Free the Flirt!
A flirt is
A present present,
A gift in the now,
A moment of truth,
A deep exhilarating breath
All at once,
Yet not bound by
What came before,
Or what comes after.
A flirt is
an unexpected surprise
revealing who you truly are,
A discovery
Through the eyes
Of another,
Mirroring back to you
The God damn miracle
That you are.
A flirt is
a tender desire
A playful adoration
A suggestive grace
All cuddled up together
To give you
Your sweet baker’s dozen,
and lagniappe of affection.
So on that very occasion,
Don’t withhold the flirt
Or hesitate
in the receiving,

Because they’ve become
An oh so rare
And endangered
wild thing,
Overtamed
By vigilant reluctance,
Masked as politeness,
That unfortunately
Insulates you
From the very thing
That could liberate you
From your lonlinesses.
Free the flirt!
And with it,
All expectations,
Because it isn’t meant
To be locked up
For safekeeping.
Instead meant
for you to give
Liberally
And risk being seen
In every held glance
And widening smile
And touch upon
the very thing
you want,
that sense
Of being home
For just an instant,
As if you finally
belong.

No More Mr Potential
Mister someday
soon it will be,
his latent commitment,
could he, will he?
His inspired promises
and the likely conceivable,
yet begets almost capable
then fabricates unfeasible.
Takes implied action
and suspended possibility,
stuck in idle assurances
and suggestive integrity.
Dormant, slumbering
hibernating, fallow,
pledging “within reach,”
vows that are hollow.
Stop investing in prospects
and eventual Mr Successes,
patched with counterfeit pledges
and elusive yeses.
Take hold of your place,
end the emotional draining,
Walk proud in your crown,
Be the Queen that is reigning.

